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STRONG & ZONE FLOOR RESERVATIONS
Make your reservation to workout on your own in one of these areas.  

Start times vary based on the day.  Please check our online schedule for times. 

Strong Floor includes access to the RIDE studio when available.

Reservations and Cancellations: Reservations up to 3 weeks ahead!  You may cancel your

reservation online up to 2 hours prior to the start time.  Late Cancelation fee of $5 within 2

hours of start time. No Show fee is $18 per class; $5 per Strong or Zone Floor reservation.

GROUP TRAINING CLASSES
$18 per session or $160 for 10 session package.  FREE for Training Level Members!

Body Conditioning
A full-body workout featuring a mix of Mobility, Strength,

Cardio and Flexibility.  Uses a variety of equipment

including the TRX, dumbbells, bands, cardio machines

and more!  Have fun while getting a good workout.

 Slow Flow Yoga
This class is meant for taking the time the body needs to

slow down and stretch. Slow Flow is a style of yoga that

emphasizes holding gentle poses for a moderate

amount of time, giving the body access to that deep

stretch it really needs. This class is suitable for beginners

or advanced participants who want to balance their

strength routines with meditative flexibility.

Cardio Tennis
Workout on the court! Fast-paced drills and games will

keep your body in constant motion, improve your speed

and agility, and burn a ton of calories.  

 Performance Class
This small group training focuses on bringing you results

through a science based and structured approach to

training including Warmup, Power Moves, Strength

Training, and a Finisher to feel the burn.  You will connect

with your coach, get results, and feel amazing.

Ride
Bellingham's only indoor cycling studio offers big calorie 

burn in a fun, challenging, energizing workout!  Ride

difficulty varies with a progression each month.  Featuring

foundations, base building, power, hill climbs, and races. 

For the TRX beginner:  TRX exercises with low-impact

routines to build your fitness foundation.  Class includes

some floor work.  No prior experience necessary.  

TRX

Use TRX suspension principles to access more

consistent balance, better postural alignment, and

flexibility. Practice traditional yoga poses in and out of

the TRX strap,  Neither flexibility nor prior yoga

experience required.

 TRX Yoga

 8-Week Clinics & Personal Training 
In addition to our Group Training Classes we offer

Cycling, Tennis, and Strength Clinics as well as

Customized Personal Training and Tennis Lessons.  

Please call 360-733-5050 or check our website

BeTrainingTennis.com for more information.


